
Installation of option 234: Blind spot assistant on R172 

 

This work was done on a 2012 SLK55 with parking sensors, fully heated auto adjustable, folding and 

auto dimming mirrors and exhaust motors. Check the EPC for the exact parts needed for your car. 

 

Parts needed: 

- Mirror glass L+R (containing the LED triangle) 

- Mirror cables L+R powering the LEDs, not available separately, one needs to buy the whole L+R 

mirror frame or tear the cables from a C class car. 

- Door L+R controllers supporting option 234 

- Radar L+R in rear bumper corners 

- Radar support brackets L+R, not available as separate item only as whole bumper or one tears these 

supports from other vehicle bumpers like the C, E or S class after 2009 

- Wiring cable in rear bumper to connect radars 

- Wiring cable from rear trunk to bumper cable to both front (signal) and rear SAM (power) 

 

Short overview of the work: 

Replace the mirror glasses, cables and control units. About 2 hours for each side. 

Remove rear bumper to fit radar supports, radars and radar cabling. About 2 hours excluding the 

drying time for the glue. 

Install wiring harness from rear trunk under the passenger seat (in cable duct) behind head unit 

towards front SAM. About 3 hours. 

Update the controllers through (on-line) STAR. About half an hour. 

 

Details of the work, mirrors: 

1) Remove mirror glass. Adjust the mirror to be as evenly in the housing as possible. Than dip it as 

far as possible downwards. This enables your fingers to grip the top upper side. Pull it towards 

you, it ‘breaks’ loose. The rear is clicked into place with plastic tabs into plastic holes. When the 

top half is loose, dip it back to a neutral position. Now the bottom can be freed. Remove the two 

single wires at the back that heat the mirror. Use a small screwdriver to slide them off the 

contacts at the back of the mirror. Disconnect the plug for the auto-dim function. Now the mirror 

is free. 

2) Remove the top of the mirror housing. Grab the front bottom of the mirror housing. Pull it 

slightly towards you (when facing the part where the mirror was) so it frees up from the bottom 

of the mirror housing. Than tilt it upwards possibly freeing the left plastic clip on the inside of the 

outer wall inside the housing and the plastic clip on the inside top of the housing. Considerable 

force is needed but apply the force gradually. Once the bottom is free the housing can be moved 

upwards, slightly tilting it to the front of the car. This action goes better with four hands. 

3) Remove the bottom of the mirror housing. There are two black T10 torx screws near the bottom 

of the inner housing, holding the inner and outer housing together. Remove them. Now the 

bottom housing can be pushed down freeing three plastic clip points along the way. Two (front 

and back) on the side facing the car and one facing the outside. Disconnect the LED puddle light 

by unplugging its plug or removing the LED from its holder. 

4) Remove the door liner. Pop the airbag cap near the door locking pin loose with a plastic wedge. 

Remove the T25 torx bolt beneath it, make sure you have a magnet tubular device to recover the 

bolt or a magnetic torx bit. Remove the plastic trim on the outside of the armrest in the door. 

You MUST start at the rear (door opening) with your plastic wedge. The front of the trim has a 

twisted L shape that needs careful turning to free the trim from the door liner. The trim covers 



two holes with T25 torx bolts in them. They are 10 cm deep. Remove them. Whilst opening the 

door inside lever use a small L shaped prying tool to remove the black plastic backing. There is a 

small hole on the front of the covering plate and it is clipped into place. Beneath it is a fourth T25 

torx bolt. Remove it. Place a support under the door liner or have an extra set of hands holding 

the liner in place whilst prying with the plastic wedge between the door and the liner starting 

from the rear bottom corner working your way forward and up towards the mirror. There are 7 

clips holding the liner in the door. Raise the rear of the now loose liner to free the door locking 

pin and unhook the cable for the door opening mechanism. The cable should not be connected 

to the liner. Unplug the small pink two wire connector for the speaker near the hinge. Unplug the 

black and white plugs from the wiring loom into the controller going into the door. Now the door 

liner is free. 

5) Unplug all the wires from the controller and remove the controller from the door by squeezing 

the square sticking out on one side and sliding it towards the rear, mind the cable harness slider 

on the top of the controller. Remove three stickers on the door, covering holes for the bolts 

holding the mirror frame. Remove the three T25 torx bolts holding the mirror frame. Be VERY 

CAREFUL not losing these bolts in the door. Use a magnetic tool and don’t bump the bolt on the 

edge of the hole. When the third bolt is removed the mirror frame is holding on by a rubber foot 

and its wire onto the door. Tie a sturdy wire or rope to the white plug of wiring loom. Push the 

rubber grommet on the inside into the door, guide the black plug into the door whilst pulling 

from the outside. Push and pull simultaneously . The inside of the door has rough edges. Guide 

the rubber grommet and both plugs out the door. Now the mirror frame containing the wiring 

harness is free from the door and your wire or rope is hanging from the inside through the door 

out the outside. 

6) Reverse the process for installation. The first bolt that will hold the mirror frame can be pushed 

through its hole before the frame is placed on the door enabling you to see the light coming 

through the hole from inside the door. The other two need to be applied VERY GENTLY through 

the door holes into their slots. It’s very easy to lose them inside the door. Ask me how I know… 

7) Tip: I wrapped the white plug and some solid electrical wire together in duct tape to prevent the 

square plugs catching on the inside edges of the door. 

 

Details of the work, wiring harness from trunk to front and rear SAM: 

8) The wire harness is resting on the right rear wheel arch. The blue plug at the same length as the 

ones needed to go into the bumper (two if you have parking sensors and (AMG) exhaust motors). 

Beneath the trunk liner on the wheel arch there is a grounding bolt with lots of brown wires on 

it. Stick the n new brown into the pile and use the appropriate racket shaped thing to fit it unto 

the pile. The black/red is needed for power and goes to fuse 59 of the rear SAM (electric parking 

brake, black thin wire). The rest of the wiring harness goes to the front. 

9) Use the (de)installation instructions for the SMARTtop to remove the carpet on the rear wall of 

the cabin, the right belt tensioner and the roll bar cover. Use a coat hanger or similar device to 

pry the cable from the trunk through the rubbery tissue behind the  belt tensioner to get the BSA 

wiring into the cabin. Guide the wires (two) into the cable duct onto the floor. 

10) Remove the door step protector by lifting it from the front end, the last bit sliding forward. 

Remove the right seat by unbolting the four floor bolts (M10 star pattern, not torx!) and turning 

the loose chair towards the other seat folding it across the tunnel its headrest under the steering 

wheel (LHD). Fold back the floor carpet towards the tunnel and unclip the top of the cable duct. 

Guide the BSA wires into the cable duct towards the front. 

11) Where the cable duct makes a 90 degree right, guide the BSA cable upwards under the carpet 

tunnel towards the rear of the head unit. Close the cable duct, replace the carpet and replace the 



seat. Dislodge the footwell panel on the driver (LHD) side: three T20 bolts, the plug for the 

computer connection (slide the sides of the plug forward), the release handle for the hood (push 

it back so it releases from the plastic than manoeuvre the cable end through the small part of the 

hole) and unclip the holder for the footwell light wiring harness and the light if present. Use your 

coat hanger tool again to get the BSA wire from the right side of the tunnel to the left side. Use 

your coat hanger again to push the BSA wire through the partition wall towards the left front 

SAM. There is a white plastic rather large opening available. 

12) Unclip the top from the front SAM (three clips). Take the BSA wire and tape it for now 

somewhere on the SAM box side. Unscrew four T20 bolts on the corners holding the SAM unit in 

place (bolts remain in their slots). Dislodge the connector on the top of the SAM in the middle on 

the right long side (brown, red, black wires) and move the plug/wire out of the way. Tilt the SAM 

with its front up, the rear pointing down, slowly turn it out the protective box, the wires are long 

enough. Find plug ‘22I’ (that’s a capital i) on the back of the SAM. On pin 5 and 6 the two CAN 

wires from the BSA are inserted. Pin 5 has the two colour wire, pin 6 the single colour wire 

(colours may differ, WIS is showing pink and pink/white, but my harness had black and 

black/brown). 

13) Put the SAM back in place, close the footwell panel etc. Now all your wiring is in place except for 

the radars in the rear bumper. 

 

Details of the work, radars and wiring inside rear bumper: 

This work CAN be done with the car on your driveway but it is SO much easier when there is a lift 

available … 

1) Remove some of the right trunk liner to access the wiring loom that goes out the back of the car 

towards the bumper. Loosen the plug(s) and press the loom grommet out of the back of the car. 

2) If present: remove the plugs from the exhaust motors. 

3) The rear wheel inner liner (outside!) shows two plastic mushroom style fixtures towards the rear 

holding the liner to the car. Use a fork wedge to pry the inner part of the mushroom loose and 

remove. The receptacle can now also be removed. Push the liner inwards and use a light to scan 

for a third plastic mushroom tying the bumper to the steel rear of the car. It’s fixed on the edge 

of the wheel arch. Remove this one too (both sides of the car). 

4) At the underside of the trunk where the plastic between the exhausts is fixed to the car, there 

are two M10 plastic bolts. Remove them. 

5) Inside the trunk, remove the three clips holding the black plastic lock protector in place with a 

fork wedge. Lift the protector upwards freeing 4 clips holding it onto the car, just pull upwards. 

Near the lock there is a M10 nut, holding the bumper to the car. Remove it. 

6) Pry the sides of the bumper loose from the wheel arches just so much there is some space 

between the bumper sides and the car. With a helper stand on both corners of the bumper and 

lift turn the bottom towards you. Mind the wiring harness when the bumper comes off. Lay the 

bumper on a non-scratching surface on its rear. 

7) Take the crash protection out of the bumper, just twist and pull. Remove the existing wiring 

harness from the parking sensors (if present).  

8) There are two black squares in both corners of the bumper indicating where the radar supports 

should go. The opening for the wiring harness points towards the middle of the bumper for both 

sides. Glue the radar supports in place after proper cleaning and sanding. 

9) Install the new wire harness guiding it in the prepressed slots in the bumper. 

10) Take out the trunk ventilation things on both corners of the car by pressing them outwards from 

the inside. You can reach them by placing an arm through the brushes of the vario roof opening. 



11) Replace the ventilation things with the new ones (difference: the old ones bulge to the outside 

hampering the radar, the new ones are seashell shaped hosting the radar). These are just 

pressed in place. 

12) Fit the radars into the radar bracket there is only one way of fitting them, and close the fitting 

with the bridge keeping them in place. 

13) Replace the crash protection and replace the bumper guiding the wire harness into the trunk 

first. Press the bumper into place, rear first than the sides. Make sure there are no uneven gaps 

between the bumper and the car. 

14) Put everything back together and connect the new wire harness to the plugs in the trunk. 

 

Details of the work, STAR: 

One needs a ‘D5’ clearance with Mercedes to make the new option available in the CGW and to 

update the two door controllers, front SAM and main menu display. The radars only work with the 

key in position 2. All is done through SCN coding, no selectable options in off-line STAR. 

 

Nice to know: 

The mirror frame (not the glass) can only be replaced as a whole although one would need only a 

new harness. The harness does have its own part number but it just cannot be ordered separately.  

The radar support brackets do not have their own part number. They can only be bought as an 

integral part of the rear bumper. However, from 2009 onwards these radars have been supplied to 

lots of C-E-S-ML class cars, chances you can find a scrapped rear bumper are favourable. The brackets 

can be easily removed from an existing bumper. 

 

234 = Blind Spot Assistant 

249 = Auto dimming mirrors 

500 = Folding mirrors 

Standard auto adjustable mirrors 

 

A172 540 12 10 Wiring harness interior [LHD] 1  6,- 

A172 810 12 76 R. Mirror frame (234+500) 1  315,- 

A172 810 11 76 L. Mirror frame (234+249+500) 1  380,- 

A172 810 63 16 Wiring harness L. mirror (234+249+500)    

A172 810 62 16 Wiring harness R. mirror (234+500)    

A231 810 12 21 R. Mirror glas (234) 1  80,- 

A231 810 15 21 L. Mirror glas (234+249) 1  186,- 

A172 830 07 00 Ventilation flap RR L 1  17,- 

A172 830 08 00 Ventilation flap RR R 1  17,- 

A172 540 68 13 Wiring harness RR bumper (230+234) 1  76,- 

A172 885 18 25 Bumper RR (230+234+772) 1  900,- 

NO-NUMBER Bracket radar sensor RR 2   

A212 885 03 14 Bracket lock 2  7,- 

A212 900 40 14 Control Unit Door L 1  156,- 

A212 900 43 14 Control Unit Door R 1  156,- 

A000 905 01 10 Radar sensor (RR) 2  380,- 

 

Rounded 2015 prices per piece no VAT in EUR 


